
 

 

 

WPAll Club - Content Guidelines 

WPAll Club is a complete WordPress resource website where you can get 

anything and everything about WordPress. We bring this website to inform you about 

everything you should know or want to know while working with WordPress. 

WPAll Club is a complete magazine to help you with solution to every query you have 

regarding WordPress. We feature the most popular themes and plugins. We post latest 

trending news in WordPress sphere and informative blogs about anything of WordPress. 

Coupon codes are also collected to help users shop in the reasonable price. 

As it is a complete resource website for WordPress, we want to collect multiple 

perspectives and insights from experts all around. So, we are offering an opportunity to 

a few selected bloggers to write some articles for WPAll Club as an author/ guest author. 

We feature theme and plugin roundups, reviews, tips and tricks, WordPress guide, SEO, 

security, coupons and deals and actually anything 

We have certain guidelines in consideration for the guest bloggers as mentioned below: 

http://wpallclub.com/


 

 

1. Unique and high-quality content – Resourceful and insightful, strictly plagiarism 

checked, grammar-proof, including minimum 5 relevant outgoing and internal 

links.   

2. Only content related to WordPress will be accepted. 

3. Content has to be long to provide some sort of value/ idea – so, the article must 

be an in-depth article containing at least 2000 words (sometimes, 1500 words is 

considerable – in cases like completely new topics with less resources available).  

4. We don't want to be G's another prey.. So any article that is intended for link 

building scheme would be rejected straightaway. 

5. Post should be submitted in Word or HTML format with images if required 

(including attribution). 

6. Post images should be submitted - standard and size of the images as in the 

existing blogs (Width: 1220 px, height: 460 px or more.). 

(Important*: Make sure the images are royalty free, you can use Pixabay.com, 

Unsplash.com for free images). 

7. Short author bio with an anchor text link (only one) to your website or social 

media profile. 

8. Content will be published after moderation. 

9. If the article is published on our site, it means that we completely own the 

content. So, we can claim copyright misuse if published elsewhere.  

If you complete all the guidelines, you can send us some blog titles of your interest 

(Strictly about WordPress: WordPress themes and plugins, tutorials, tips and 

tricks, WordPress SEO, WordPress security, WordPress news, etc. ) to choose from. 

Once you send us the content, it will be kept for moderation. You will be notified after 

your content goes live. 

Contact 

Prithu Singh Thakuri, Content Head at WPAll Club 

Email: prithu@access-keys.com 



 

 

 

 


